EOP Benefit

artan Datil.

The second annual EOP
benefit basketball game,
played between the KD1A
disc jockeys from Oakland
the staff of the Black EOP
and Black Studies Department will be held in the SJS
Men’s Gym at 7:30 tonight
Admission is $1 to benefit the
EOP students.
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Election Ends Today;
Average Voter Turnout
By ROBERT PELLERIN
runoff election between the top two
Daily Political Writer
finishers will be held next Wednesday
More than 1900 students turned out by and Thursday ( May 5-6).
4 p.m. yesterday, in the first day of
The Spartan Daily office, JC 208, will
balloting in the A.S. general election. be election central headquarters toThat voting concludes today at five night for students awaiting the election
booths throughout campus.
Yesterday afternoon’s total was
termed -about normal" by Election
Board Chairman Bob Riner. "If the
voting continues at this pace, we should
get between 5,000 and 6,000 voters,"
said Riner. "That’s the usual turn-out."
Last year’s final tally was 5,317 for
the two-day election in which Bill
Langan and John Merz qualified for a
run-off. Nearly 7,000 students voted in
By STEVE PAPINCHAK
the subsequent run-off won by Langan.
Daily Political Writer
VOTING CONTINUES
Five Associated Students presidenVoting continues today at booths
tial
candidates
faced a receptive, but
located in front of the education building, the old science building, the demanding, audience Tuesday night in
reserve book room, the College Union West Hall.
Jim Ferryman, Bill Becker, Mike
and on the north end of Seventh street in
Buck, Bruce Farhangi and Ted Weisfront of the engineering building.
The booths at the education and engi- gal, after a four-minute summary of
neering buildings will remain open until their platforms fielded questions from
7:30 p.m., but the others will close at the audience of approximately 90 students.
2:30 p.m.
A black student, Moyse Howard,
Riner reported that the ballots would
be counted beginning at 8 p.m. tonight asked Ferryman, formerly a member
at the computer center located in the of the 5.15 football team, to explain his
engineering building. "Barring any role in the punishment of the black stuunforseen problems, we should be dents who refused to play in a 1969 footfinished and out of there by midnight," ball game against Brigham Young
Riner said.
University.
Ferryman explained, "Every white
SEVEN SLATES
Seven presidential slates are on the player on the team signed a paper sayballot, as well as 81 candidates for the ing some actionif not suspension of
20 open slots on A.S. Council. In addi- scholarshipsshould be taken against
tion, there are 17 candidates for the the black players who refused to play"
eight openings on Academic Council, against the Morman school.
and two attorney general prospects.
When asked"Did you feel scholarThe Executive slates are headed by ships should have been taken away
presidential candidates Jim Ferryman from them ( the black players) ?"the
(Spectrum ’71), Jim Wood (No. 2 Spectrum ’71 candidate replied, "Yes
Party), Bill Becker (Toad Hall), Mike and I’d be willing to face the conseBuck, Bruce Farhangi ( Confessional quences if I did the same thing."
One of the main themes of Buck’s
Democracy), Ted Weisgal ( The
Ticket), and Juan Oliverez I Los Car- platform is a proposal for turning the
College Union bookstore into a student
nales ).
operated co-operative venThe ballot will also include refer- owned and
endums on the People’s Peace Treaty ture.
A student asked Buck why he thinks
and a mandatory EOP fee.
the bookstore, as it is presently strucRUNOFF ELECTION
tured, is run inefficiently.
If none of the presidential candidates
Referring to the prices charged for
receives a majority of the votes, a
books, Buck said under co-operative

outcome.
KSJS radio ( 90.7 FM) will begin complete election coverage at 10 tonight.
Candidates for all offices will be on
hand throughout the evening for interviews.

Five Presidential Slates
Face Demanding Group

ELECTION BOOTH ACTIVEThis election booth, In front
of the old science building, was one of five scattered throughout campus that saw much action yesterday in the first day of

the A.S. election. More than 1900 students voted by 4 p.m.
yesterday. The voting concludes today.

Final Attempt at ’Dignity’

Council Ends Term
By CELESTE ZUFFI
Daily Political Writer
A.S. Council made a final attempt to
"dignify" itself at yesterday’s meeting
before relinquishing its seats to the asof-yet undetermined group who will
represent the student body next week.
Councilmembers voted to support a

Sparta Camp
Tickets Still
On Sale
Tickets are still on sale for this weekend’s ninth annual Sparta Camp, which
will include everything from encounter
sessions to macrame to rock bands and
dances, according to Sparta Camp
chairman Dave Long.
Because of a conflict in scheduling on
the part of the owner of the Russian
River camp grounds, which has traditionally been the site of Sparta Camp,
Long said, this year’s camp will be in
an area in the coastal mountains not far
from Monterey Bay.
The Sparta Camp committee has
scheduled: panel discussions, arts and
crafts activities, encounter sessions
and both rock and folk music, as well as
abundant free time. However, the committee emphasized that attendance is
not required at any of the events.
Tickets may be purchased for $13 in
the Student Affairs Business Office on
the second level of the College Union
next to the bookstore, or at a special
booth set up on Seventh St.
Reservations have been limited to 200
students.
Those going to Sparta Camp may sign
up to leave SJS on any one of the five
buses scheduled to depart Friday, April
30 at 3 p.m., 4 p.m. and 5 p.m. All buses
will return Sunday afternoon at 3.

resolution which demands that 62
persons arrested in Iran be granted an
open court trial and their names and
the charges against them be publicized.
The resolution was presented to council by Otmishi Ebraski, a representative from the Iranian student association at SJS.
ILLEGAL ARMS
Ebraski explained that on March 18,
13 persons .charged with possession of
illegal arms and forged papers, were
executed in Iran, 24 hours after their
arrest.
"Later," Ebraski claimed, "one
group of 12 and another of 50, related to
the original 13, were also arrested."
Besides an open court, Ebraski also
asked that an international observer be
present in court and be allowed to
investigate the conditions of the political prisoners. According to Ebraski,
these 13 were "valiant fighters struggling against oppression in Iran."
LIFE MEMBERSHIP
Lifetime memberships in the A.S.
were awarded to A.S. Vice-president
Terry Speizer, A.S. Treasurer Mike
Buckley, and George Watts, A.S. business manager.
The motion to grant these awards
was made by Councilman Mike Buck
who suggested Speizer be commended
for "putting up with this years council
and the A.S. president."
Speizer said this award is not usually
given to anyone except the A.S. president. Council also approved a motion
from Buck that $20 be allocated for a
reception for a South Vietnamese
government official who will be at SJS
this semester.
INAUGURATION
$600 was allocated to inaugurate next
years council members, but Councilman James Lee said it appeared
Langan would probably veto the
motion.
The election board was given another
$100 to cover expenses in the event of a
runoff election next week. The runoff
election is scheduled for May 5-6.
Concerned about the additional

money allocated to the election board,
Councilman Jim Peterson suggested
that Act 24, which established the election board at SJS, be reviewed. Speizer
agreed to submit it for review to the
Campus Policy Committee.
In other action Council:
Allocated $100 to SJS students
studying at Moss Landing Research
Laboratories near Watsonville, California. According to Speizer, a "semiautonomous" student council functions
at Moss Landing and added this request
has never been refused before.
Speizer announced that new student
council members will meet for their
first meeting next Wednesday at 3
p.m. in council chambers on the third
level of the College Union.

Fashions Draw Small Turnout;
Women’s Week Events Continue
By BARBARA THATCHER
Daily Staff Writer
"I only wish there could have been
more people here," was the comment of
Debbie Vanhecke, chairman of the Women’s Week fashion show held yesterday in the College Union Loma Prieta
Room.
Although the turnout was small, Women’s Week chairman Barbara Seavey
is confident of a larger turnout for the
remainder of the Women’s Week activities.
The fashions displayed in yesterday’s
show were homemade creations, many
designed and fashioned by the models
themselves. The clothes ranged from
casual sports wear to formal hostess
attire.
The formal hostess attire, consisting
of two suede outfits were donated by the
Mayfly and Pie In The Sky boutiques on
E. San Fernando St.
Eleven models participated in the

showing, they were not selected but
rather volunteered for the display.
Among the models were Cheryl Peterson, Lois Montague, Kay Turpin, Linda
Sharpe, Kathy Zaffke and Sue Barclay.
Today’s activities for Women’s Week
are:
Women’s History Panel 10:30 a.m.
Loma Prieta Room. Speakers - Dr. Gail
Fullerton associate professor of sociology on the topic "The Changing Status
of Women" and Margie Bernard and
Guadalupe Hernandez on "Racism and
Suffragette Movement."
Main speaker Marian Ash, publisher-editor of "Skirting the Capital",
named "Foremost Women In Communications" 12:30 p.m. Loma Prieta
Room.
Inter Ethnic Panel 2 p.m. Loma
Prieta Room: Black woman Bobbie
Gwinn, Chicano woman Mrs. Lila Garfinkel, Native American Mrs. Billy
Masters, and an Anglo American from

Women’s Liberation.
Bojana Fazarinc, chairman for the
activities hopes for larger attendance
at these events especially for Mrs.
Ash’s speech, which she expects to be
-really very worthwhile."
Formerly the Executive Director of
the California Advisory Commission on
the Status of Women, Mrs. Ash is a
member of California Press Women,
the National Federation of Press
Women and is listed in the 1969-70 edition of "Foremost Women in Communications."
Referred to as "The Champion of
Women" by the San Francisco Chronicle, Mrs. Ash has had experience in
government serving assignments as
legislative aide to two state senators
and on numerous committees as secretary and consultants.
Mrs. Ash was also a nominee for
Sacramento’s Woman of the Year in
1968.

ownership the book store would issue a
10 per cent discount on book purchases
to students at the end of each semester.
Werner Becker, SJI.F member,
asked Farhangi if he was ever student
president of Brigham Young University.
Farhangi denied he ever held the post
and quipped, "Yesterday the mudslinger called me a member of YAF,
today I’m a Mormon, tomorrow I’ll be a
member of the Ku Klux Klan and the
next day George Wallace will be supporting me."
Weisgal was asked if he would support the other candidates if a runoff
were held. He assured them that he
would support anyone but Ferryman.
However, Weisgal said he was confident he would win this week’s election.
A student asked each candidate to anquestion"Campaign
the
swer
rhetoric aside, why should I vote for
you?"
Becker, Toad Hall presidential candidate and director of SCIP, replied,
"What we have done in the past is the
most valid criteria" you can use in
choosing a president. A lot of the "hot
issues" in this campaign really are not
so hot, Becker stated in claiming SC1P
already has birth control and legal aids
programs.
In answer to the same question
Ferryman replied, "Some of the candidates have advocated things that are
not feasible. We will stand on the things
we have done," he stated in referring to
his lobbying work done as present A.S.
executive vice president.
Answering the "Why I should vote for
you" question Weisgal expressed his
"theory that A.S. government should
bring in the broad spectrum of the
campus."
Weisgal said, everyone"from
ROTC to gays"would be welcomed to
join the 350 A.S. and student council
posts, which determine policy on
campus.
Farhangi, in answering the same
question, said his Confessional Democracy government "will eliminate tensions among people by institutionalizing egaltarianism."
"Racism is institutionalized in this
country," Farhangi stated. To eliminate "institutionalized racism,"
Farhangi proposed a A.S. executive
governing body based on representation of blacks, browns, reds, yellows,
whites, and women.
"Why I should vote for you?" was
also answered by Buck. Buck cited his
experience as a measure of his competence. Buck said he is currently
graduate representative on the student
council, chairman of the student housing committee, and member of the
special allocations committee in stating
his qualifications.
Buck also said his is the -only party
dealing with student control over their
destinies."
Continued on Page 3.
:
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Pen Mightier than Sword

Faculties Combating Budget Cuts

By MINGO MAZZEI
Daily Investigative Reporter
FOURTH OF FIVE PARTS
Faculty and Student organizations on campus have
become convinced that the pen is mightier than the sword
when it comes to campaigning for a state college budget
increase.
Foremost in the attempt to increase next year’s budget
is United Professors of California, (UPC). According to
UPC Executive Secretary Bud Hutchinson, UPC is
currently circulating petitions around the 19 various state
college and university campuses in an effort to gain
support for a budget increase. Hutchinson reports "even
on the San I.uis Obispo campus, which is noted for its
conservatism, 500 out of 700 faculty members signed the
petition."
In addition to circulating petitions, Hutchinson reports
that various members of UPC have testified before the
Ways and Means committee in Sacramento. They are also

encouraging members to get acquainted with their local
state government representatives, he said.
DEMONSTRATION
A demonstration is being planned by the organization
May 15, Hutchinson continued. "The march on Sacramento," Hutchinson states, "will be in protest of the
budget cuts."
According to Hutchinson, other organizations connected
with the state are aiding UPC in the fight for a bigger
budget. Hutchinson reports that the UPC has received
support from the California State Employees Association,
( CSEA ). Hutchinson also stated that "several other
unions have agreed to help."
"The agreement," states Hutchinson, "is unusual
because for the first time, other organizations were
willing to consider the word ’strike’ as a threat." "In the
past," he reported, "faculty members were willing to rely
on the good judgement and rationale of the legislature and
of the governor. Now they realize they can no longer do
this."
:::.::.:::.:!.:.y.".--.’."’

The SJS Alumni Association has also been actively
engaged in rhetorical combat with the proposed budget.
"Basically, we are urging people to write to the
governor and to the legislature," reports Michael
Neufeld, executive director of the Alumni Association.
He also stated that the Alumni Association supports
President John Bunzel’s "Plea for Sanity" statement.
"In addition," he said, "one half of the alumni magazine
for sping, 1971 was devoted to the budget cuts."
According to Neufeld, the California State College
Alumni Association representative in Sacramento, has
pushed aside the problem of the budget and is currently
pushing university status. Jim Noah, public relations
director for SJS, reasoned that lobbyists aren’t too concerned with the budget issue because it is still in the subcommittee stage. "When it gets into the full committee,"
Noah states, "then the lobbyist will go into action."
JOINT STATEMENT
Noah also said that the UPC, CSEA, and the Association
of American University Professors have issued a joint

statement condemning the proposed budget.
Noah reported that SJS has received support from San
Jose Chamber of Commerce, and several local newspapers, concerning the budget.
LETTER CAMPAIGN
The Associated Students have also taken action in
matters of the budget. Last February., Bill Langan announced a letter writing campaign, and urged all students
and their parents to write letters to their local state representatives concerning the budget cuts.

:

In direct connection with the letter campaign is the
campaign being conducted by the California State College
Student President Association CSCPA }. This organization has been writing and getting in contact with state
legislators and urging them to vote against the proposed
budget.
Everything will continue to remain at a quiet level.
everyone feels, until the budget bill comes out of the subcommittee and is ready for a full committee vote.
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To the Right
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editor

By Mot tho 0 Connell

(ALARMS PETTIER

advertising manager

"Freedom of the press is
not an end itself, but a

means to a free society."
Justice Felix Frankfurter

Conservative American Catholics are
facing a moral and legal dilemma, the
type of which has historical precedent
stretching back over two thousand
years.
The dilemma began when man s two
most important institutions, the Church
and the State, were separated. The
questinn is: to which institution should a
man give his primary allegiance? The
issue which has brought this question to
the fore in conservative Catholic circles
is abortion.
The position of the Roman Catholic
Church is clear: human life begins at the
moment of conception. It is at that point
that a God-given soul is infused. Abortion, then, is simply a euphemism for
murder, and it is altogether impossible
to stand by silently while murder is committed.
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Editorials

Back Up Charges
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke made some unsubstantiated and misleading
comments about the student and commercial press in his speech at SJS Tuesday.
According to Dr. Dumke, "It has gotten to the point in most of our dailies
where an issue is important...a by-line writer is assigned to the story." He said
this applies to the student as well as commercial press.
Ii it s higher education, a by-line writer is assigned to the story, and signed
art ides can and do include editorial comment," the chancellor continued.
-In fact, in some papers it has gotten to the point where because of the fact
that important writers and able writers are put on important subjects and are
allowed to sign their names, the newspaper reader seldom has the opportunity
to get straight, flat, old-fashioned news coverage on an important item because he is either getting editorialization on the editorial page or by-line articles on the front page."
We believe the chancellor should have substantiated his criticism of by-line
writers by pointing out specific cases of editorializing in by-line stories.
The fact is that the Spartan Daily and most major commercial dailies use
by-lines as a reward for a good jobnot as an indication of opinion stories.
Opinion stories that are not on the editorial pageat least in good newspapersare labeled "opinion" or "news analysis."
The chancellor needs only to browse through the stories of the major education writers in California to see that they are basically objective. There may,
of course, be times when the chancellor disagrees With a reporter’s idea of
what is fact in a particular case.
The chancellor shows his ignorance of journalism when he complains that a
"by-line writer" is assigned to important stories. Reporters are assigned
certain "beats" so they can become familiar with specific subjects and therefore write better and more knowledgeable stories. The reporters are not byline writers; they are education writers. The writers get by-lines when they
excel.
The chancellor, an important man, has made charges without backing them
up. We hope the next time he makes accusations about "most of our dailies,"
he backs up his charges with evidence.

Exchange Ideas!
Tuesday’s question and answer period with Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke was
unproductive, to say the least. Yet, it did represent an optimistic possibility.
The chancellor answered only five questions and students attempted to use
the question period as a platform to expouse their political ideologies. But Dr.
Dumke did speak to an open meeting of SJS students.
If for nothing else, credit must be given to the chancellor for that. For the
dialogue between the campuses and the chancellor’s office must be increased
and expanded. As long as there is obviously a lack of correlation between the
wishes of the students and the policy of the board of Trustees, there must be a
means of resolving the differences.
But before this can happen, the chancellor must feel confident that the open
meetings are a productive form of communication. If he is to judge by what
happened Tuesday, Dr. Dumke will conclude they are not.
One action that ends the chance for exchange of ideas is the presentation of
non-negotiable demands. The San Jose Liberation Front (SJLF) was one of
the groups that did not want to discuss anything with Dr. Dumke. Instead, its
members wanted to present him with demands.
The question period for a public figure such as Dr. Dumke should be used for
just thatto briefly ask a question or explain a grievance and ask him to
respond to it.
The SJLF, one of several groups that were not able to ask their questions,
would have demanded the chancellor terminate the ROTC program and all
other "war related activities."
They would have given him until the morning of May 3 to act upon the
demand. If the chancellor had not spoken out in favor of the demands by then,
they planned to take "definate steps toward shutting down ROTC and all other
war-related programs on the campus."
There are many areas where the students and the chancellor can benefit
from an exchange of ideas; demands are not one of them.
Those who cry the lines of communication are in need of repair are correct.
The question is: Do we want to rebuild them or try to shout our message to
Sacramento through a bullhorn?

Staff Comment

Policemen Not Always Pigs
By MINGO MAZZEI
This is about a militant focist pig, or, in
more conservative tones, a city cop.
It seems as if the city cops who work
the beat surrounding the campus, do
more than just beat up students. They
also save students from traffic violations.
Early, one recent morning, a city cop
was busy writing tickets for illegally
parked cars. One of these cars was
parked across from Allen Hall.
Preparing to write a ticket for the car,
the cop noticed a letter left on its seat. It
was addressed to the car’s owner. Since
the car’s owner lived in Allen Hall, the

officer stopped what he was doing and
set out to seek the car’s owner.
Waking the car’s owner the officer informed her that she had parked illegally
and asked her to move it, thus saving
the girl from a $I 5 fine.
Believe it or not, this is a true story, a
cop actually went out of his way to help
a poor student.
In this age of multiple cat and mouse
games, this is a very refreshing thing to

hear.
But, maybe the most important lesson
to be learned from this story is: the next
time you pork your car illegally, leave a
letter addressed to you in the drivers
seat.

-Liberalized" abortion laws have been
enacted in several states and seem imminent in many more. Passed by legitimate state legislatures, it is granted,

"Today’s Army Wants to loin You"

Letters To The Editor

Reghaby; Readers; War Rally
An ti-Reuhain,
Editor :
In regards to the statements made or
reported to be made by Dr. Reghaby in
the Spartan Daily issue of April 22 I
would like to express my personal feelings on this matter for whatever they
may be worth.
1. The contemptuous way Dr.
Reghoby seems to choose while referring to Dr. Bunzel does not serve any
real purpose except to show his pettiness as well as his extreme dislike for
the SJS president. No matter how he
feels about him, he is still the president
of this institution, and respect is due to
him any time his name is used. I am
really positive that, if Dr. Reghaby were
back in his native country, under the
Shah or otherwise, he would hove never
dared to address his superiors the way
he did with Dr. Bunzel.
2. If Dr. Reghaby feels he is blacklisted because of his strong opposition
against the present ruling government
in his homeland Iran.. this does not have
anything to do with the functioning of
this institution. All of us are getting paid
to do a job and that is to teach our students pertinent subjects to the best of
our capability. Dr. Reghaby s dislike for
the Iranian government is strictly his
personal business.
3. The allegations made that Dr.
Reghaby solicited a letter from a non faculty woman accusing another
member of this faculty of raping her are
extremely serious. Dr. Reghaby refused
to comment on this matter because of
the confidentiality rules surrounding his
case. In the light of his letter to the
editor this seems like a rather insignificant excuse that may be covering up
the crux of the whole problem. Here we
are faced with character as well as professional assassination of a fellow
faculty member who is well beyond reproach according to the testimonies of
those who know him. Dr. Reghaby better
speak up on this issue, if he wants the
rest of us to believe he is nothing but a
victim of Dr. Bunzel’s personal dislikes.
4. There is nothing wrong with
campus security trying to carry their
investigating duties as long as their
actions do not become illegal. If Dr.
Reghaby is innocent, then he does not
have to worry about it. Justice will be
done in the end and he will be vindicated, I am sure, as long as the above
allegations cannot be substantiated.
5. Finally Dr. Reghaby’s statement
that "Bunzel’s decision could send me
right to the mouth of a Persian prison"
leaves me completely unmoved. Dr.
Reghaby better remember that he is a
guest in this country and as such he
should behave in an appropriate
manner. If he feels that the system here
is bad and he wants to make a martyr
EDITOR S NOTE The Letters to the Editor
section of the editorial page offers students and faculty a chance to express
their views on campus, local, national or
international issues. Space is allowed to
encourage written debate on such cur.
rent affairs. Contributions to Letters fo
the Editor must not exceed 250 words.
must be typewritten double spaced
within 40 -space margins and properly
signed with the writers name and
faculty or AS number, The Daily will not
print letters which are libelous in poor
taste or include a personal attack. The
editor reserves the right to edit or cut
letters to conform to space limitations
and to cease publication of letters deal.
mg with subjects he believes have been
exhausted.

out of himself in his effort to straighten
it, then I would like to suggest to him to
redirect his entire efforts towards his
homeland where his martydom could be
much more needed or appreciated for
that matter.
Evan Moustakas
Associate Professor of
Electrical Engineering

’Best Written’
Editor:
Tuesday’s Daily contained a delightful
spoof by Craig MacDonald (Staff Comment: To the Point). Clearly, you and he
were testing our willingness to suffer
nonsense gracefully, or perhaps even
our ability to recognize nonsense when
we saw it. Sample sentence: "...criticism
of the press today bears no conceptual
observational categories with which any

researcher can effectively evaluate the

ideal involvement practicum. I am
doubly amused to see that he continues
to use one to two sentence paragraphs,
a style he has adopted elsewhere in the
name of directness and simplicity, in this
superabundantly abstract obfuscation.
MacDonald’s essay has provided the
final stimulus to write what I have been
thinking for some time. Specifically, and
to wit: I have been on this faculty for 23
years, and this year’s Daily has been the
most interesting, best written, and most
provocative of any of those years. I am
now, of course, referring mainly to your
serious efforts. I may or may not agree
with what you have to say, but I have
come to expect that whatever it is, it is
going to be stimulating. Congratulations!
Edward W. Minium
Professor of Psychology
P.S. I am relieved to see that recent
sports editors no longer feel the need to
refer to members of the track team as
"thinclads," a practice common in years
past.

Another View
Editor:
My first thought on reading Craig
MacDonold’s Staff Comment was to drop
him a simple note telling him to write in
English rather than in the obscure language of the "Ivory Tower."
However, on reflection it occurred to
me that his column made as much sense

to the average student as the rest of the
paper normally does.
Scott Buchanan
B00113

No Surprise

Editor:
I am not surprised at the disfavorable
reaction of our peace marchers and
spectators toward the Brown Berets during lost Saturday’s incident in San Francisco. But then I was not surprised at the
reaction Mario Savio received from
peace-seeking America bock in 1965.

Just as Savio had to interrupt what
peace -loving America considered the
"Democratic Way" of doing things and
showing its hypocrisy, so did the Brown
Berets.
Just as Savio had to deviate from the
norm of that time, so did the Brown
Berets. Both these deviations were designed to bring significant attention to a
situation which would otherwise have
gone unquestioned.
I hope this letter will bring about o
more questioning attitude and an analytical one at that. Perhaps in the future,
the actions of our Brown Beret Brothers
will be interpreted with the same
insights as Savio’s actions are interpreted now.

Peter Paul Rojo
D06380

for the sake of argument, that these
laws represent the wishes of the majority. Pluralist democracy, however, can
take one only so for.
While the majority in a democracy can
decide what is legal, they can not decide
what is moral.
There are always certain elements in
a society that hold views and positions in
obedience to norms and standards that
far transcend a loyalty to pluralistic
democracy. There are always certain
elements in a society that will place a
greater value on what they see as an
absolute, uncompromisable principle,
than on the desires of the majority.
Such is the case with conservative
Catholics and abortion. To us, majority
vote can never be used to sanction what
we see as murder.
The problem arises when the question
of what action should be taken is considered. Clearly, we can not and must
not be silent. Not only all of Christendom, but most of pagan ethical philosophy holds that to be silent gives consenlft.conservatives are to take action
against acknowledged legal (not moral)
state authority, we must be extremely
careful to make it clear that we accept
the legal authority of the government.
The editors of Triumph magazine, an
extremely militant Catholic monthly
headed by William Buckley’s brother-inlaw, have "declared war" on the United
States. They have stated -let the game
begin- and, armed only with moral
righteousness, they invaded a hospital
in New York to baptize the aborted
children. (I choose the term -aborted
children" purposely)
Violence occurred. Accounts differ
over who started it, the militant Catholics or the police. The end result was that
the group of conservatives ended up in
jail. (Buckley did come to visit.)
Undaunted, Triumph promises more
action to come.
While my sympathies are clearly with
the militant Catholics, and had I been in
the area I would have been carted off to
jail with them, in the light of cool logic,
William F. Buckley’s more moderate
position must be preferred.
Buckley suggests a three-point program: 1) the formation of a council of
Catholic bishops, orthodox Jews, and
conservative Protestants. 2) The
composition of a manifesto setting forth
the basic arguments against abortion. 3)
The carrying out of a political program,
which would include 24-hour a day
picketing of abortion centers on the
principle that there is "no more reason
to disguise the proceedings of abortion
centers than there is to pretend that one
does not know the whereabouts of
Auschwitz".
Right on, Mr. Buckley! It is to our everlasting shame that we were so silent
when the laws were enacted.
We will be silent no longer. There is
an abortion clinic at Stanford University.
Interested students may call 266-7055 or
297-7588 if they wish to help in the
picketing.
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News Rev;ew

Aviation Activities
liptillsok warp Take Off Tomorrow

War Games

’Worst’ Bombing
Compiled From Associated Press
OAKLAND - A pipe bomb exploded outside the Bank of
America branch at Kaiser Center in Oakland today, shattering a dozen windows and hurling fragments through the bank
interior and through a second wall into the building lobby.
There were no injuries from the blast, which a bank
spokesman described as "one of the worst" in a series of
recent bombings at Bank of America branches throughout
California.
Officials estimated the damage at $7,000 to $10,000.

Capitol Bombing Suspect?
WASHINGTONThe Justice Department announced
yesterday the FBI had arrested Leslie Bacon, 19, who is
being held as a material witness in the March 1 bomb blast at
the U.S. Capitol.
Her bond was set at $100,000, which she could not meet.

Stabbing Claims Youths
SAN FRANCISCOWith plastic bags over their heads, a
teen-aged boy and girl were found stabbed to death Tuesday
night in a downtown apartment near the U.S. Mint. Both were
bound hand and foot.
Police said the victims, Tom Cornell, 18, and Nadine
Smeage, 17, lay on a blood -spattered mattress. Blood also
was spattered on the walls.
Homicide inspectors said one room in the four -room flat
had been ransacked.
i*******Or*************Intint* ****1

11K-

COLLEGE UNION NIGHT
6 to10 every Thursday night!
CAPTUREDPaula Lasitch posing as a
Viet Cong guerrilla is captured by Matt
Stahl (standing with gun) and Ted James.
The three were part of a group trying to
gain support for the People’s Peace

A remote broadcast from the
College Union Information Desk
Bring your announcements to
DEBBI HI LLVARD FROM 6 TO 8 PM
AND
DAVID JANG FROM 8 TO 10 PM
This Thursday -ELECTION RETURNS 10 to 12
*****************

MUSIC TURN YOU ON?
TURN ON TO MUSIC

We have the largest
selection of guitars
and drums in town.

Muedc
Two locations to Serve You
84 E.
SAN FERNANDO
SAN JOSE
298-5404

5161
STEVENS CREEK
SANTA CLARA
248-9858

country. The adviser and two
members of each division
are invited to attend.
At 8 that night awards will
be presented by the NIFA in
the College Union Loma
Prieta Room, to the winners
of the air meets.

3 FREE
XEROX
COPIES

(Nan tips Cou0Pr1
t hr tt

4/29-5/29

3t COPIES
COLLEGE COPY
42 L. SAN AN TONI1)

L

L8141.:i:.
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MODERNE DRUG CO.
Anthony D. CaMPagna, Jr.

Open Till Midnight
Every Day of the Year

I

Tomorrow night at 8,
Alpha Eta Rho will present
their "Man of the Year
Award" to General James H.
Doolittle, who led the first
bombing raid over Tokyo.
The ceremony will be in the
San Jose Hyatt House.
Tickets, which are $12.50 per
person, may be obtained in
the Aeronautics Department, 294-6414, ext. 2481.

I

50 East Santa Clara-293-7500

PRESCRIPTIONS
S.
X57A+
10% Discount with this ad

CITY CENTER MOTEL

The Loening trophy will be
given to the most outstanding flying club of the year. In
addition, the California

COLOR TELEVISION
FREE LOCAL TELEPHONE CALLS
COFFEE - KITCHEN APIS - HEATED POOL
AIR CONDITIONED ROOMS
24 HOUR WAKE.UP SERVICE

Candidates Respond to Questions
Continued from Page 1.
Referring to his proposed
programs of co-operative
ownership of the bookstore
and student housing Buck
stated, "If students can’t
control their economic

Buy or Rent a Guitar or Drum
Guitar lessons are
also available for
your convenience.

Treaty proposition on the election ballot.
The group wandered over the campus
firing their toy guns at spectators and
shouting for victory to the Viet Cong.
Daily photo by Steve Marley

.........

I.
a.
a.

Aerospace
Educational
Association I CAEA will
present the Paul Mantz
award to either George
Rodgers, former instructor
in the SJS aeronautics
department, or Pat Codey,
head of the civil air patrol.
Others in the field to aviation, including Stewart
Roosa, Apollo 14 astronaut,
and William Piper, Jr., of
Piper Aircraft Company,
will speak at the ceremony.
Saturday at noon, Alpha
Eta Rho will sponsor a
luncheon honoring an outstanding member of each
chapter from all over the

Multi -sponsored aviation
events will get off to a flying
start beginning tomorrow
morning at 8, when the National Intercollegiate Flying
Association (NIFA) will
present an air meet at two
local airports.
Roger Brant, publicity
chairman for the SJS chapter of Alpha Eta Rho, a national aviation club, stated
that bombing and navigation
events will be at the ReidHillview Airport, while landing events will be at the San
Jose Municipal Airport.
The program will be repeated on Saturday at the
same time.
"Schools from all over the
U.S. will be participating,"
said Brant. "The admission
charge is $2.50," he added.
Moon rocks will be on display in the SJS aeronautics
lab at the San Jose airport.

destinies, then how can they in the Spring Pleasure Fair.
Weisgal had been quoted
control their own destinies."
In another development in as saying, "we are using the
the A.S. presidential cam- fair to achieve a better
paign, Ted Weisgal, issued a understanding of the probstatement yesterday clari- lems and difficulties infying his slate’s involvement volved with this project" in
his resume in the Special
Election issue in Tuesday’s
Spartan Daily.
In the statement Weisgal
clarified this by saying,
"What was meant in the
paragraph was that the
class, of which I am a memSt., San Jose. Tour of offices
ber (Social Psychology 154),
and election of fall semester
is trying to overcome the
officers.
difficulties of bringing the
FMA (Financial Manage- campus and community
ment Association), 7:30 together.
p.m., Blum’sTown and
Country Village. Ed Davis of
Crocker Bank will speak on
"Trust Establishment and
Administration."
U.S. Coast Guard Officer
Candidate Program, 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m., Barracks 6.

Spartaguide
TODAY
All Women’s Council, 10:30
a.m., 12:30 and 2 p.m., C.U.
Ballroom. 10:30 a.m.
Second panel for women’s
week, 12:30 p.m.Marian
Ash, journalist from Sacramento, and 2 p.m.Interethnic panel.
Billet Foundation, 7:30
p.m., Women’s gym 101.
Israeli folk dancing, instruction and free dance.
Baha’i Student Forum, 8
p.m., C.U. Montalvo. "Free
thy soul from the prison of
self."
Chi -Alpha, 8 p.m., 434 E.
Williams St. Main meeting
Beta Alpha PSI, 7:30 p.m.,
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and
Co., Suite 700, 675 N. First

CAlore
couples

"The other members of
The Ticket, Wallace Allen
and Debora Talley, sympathize with the project but
are not actually involved in
the Spring Pleasure Fair."
Weisgal emphasized that
the Fair is not a political
activity and is in no way
endorsing The Ticket or any
other political group or
candidate.
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CHFX1r CAMS
IT COLEGE CONTEST, GALS!
FIRST PRIZE
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come to
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Save 20% With ASS Caro
535 Bryant Strof
Downtown NIG Alto
12341134

Could you be walking around on the Great Gams of 1971’
Could yours be the great -looking legs worth $2,500 cash, for
your education or whatever else you please?
Could you be one of the 50 co-eds (one from each state)
whose legs win you Second Prize, two great hot pants outfits
by Hang Ten plus a pair of Scholl Exercise Sandals to keep
those gorgeous gams in shape?
Runners-up from each state get Third Prize, a pair of Scholl
Exercise Sandals.
Limber up those legs, gals. Go get the details at your Scholl
Sandal display in local department, shoe or drug stores

Scholl
EXERCISE SANDALS
If you’re not ready to put your legs on the line, get yourself a pair of
Scholl Exercise Sandals, the ones with the exclusive toe -grip, the
super -comfortable sandals that help shape up your legs while you walk
CONTEST RULES: Send ponied name. home addneee, stgnstura end ton figure
photo to Scholl Great 011.11 Contest, Bort 812, Tomes Squat. Station New York.
New York 10036 Entries must be oostmarked no tater than Ttafttgyt, July Sr
1971 Only grit nrolied fun. ot pert -time in an accredited two- or lour.year
Cellatge or unirertily tor 1971 at/du/VIM thereon troll be eligoble Winners will be
chosen by an ondependent and impartial group of Judges Judges’ decteton will
be final An pores will be awarded No purchase featured St:m.1.hp’. prohibited
by law All pictures submitted become the prOperty of The Sun., Mfg Co
inc
and cannot be returned Your signature indicates that you have read and understand ihe rural ot this contest
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’Tel Clay’ Opens;
Two Nights Only

Tour Rewarding
For SJS Singers
By JIM MURPHY
Daily Entertainment Writer
-This is really exciting
singing."
This was just one of many
reactions to the performance
of SJS A Cappella Choir at
the Chapman Invitational
Festival. The April 16 festival also marked the culmination of a very successful
three-day tour for the 75member choir.
Oddly enough, it was the
invitation to appear at the
festival which prompted the
decision to go on tour. Dr.
Charlene Archibeque, choir
director, had asked the choir
if they wanted to go on tour
and the answer was an overwhelming yes.
With such a positive attitude, plans were made, various details were attended to
and, on April 14, the choir
was on its way. The first stop
was Modesto, with a morning performance at Modesto
High School. Appearing
before nine high school
choirs, the choir received a
standing ovation, a good
indication of things to come.
The day of the Chapman
Invitational Festival found
the choir spending the morning touring San Diego and

the San Diego Zoo. That
afternoon, the choir members listened to various high
school choirs perform,
before giving their own concert that night.
"It was important for us to
listen to these choirs," Dr.
Archibeque said, -because
some of the students who
plan on becoming choir
directors need to be watchful
of a choir’s singing and
appearance."
The choir did an outstanding job at the festival,
receiving standing ovations
for three of their four

Tomorrow is opening night volve them as direct particifor "Telemachus Clay," a pants in the show. Another
Readers Theatre by Lewis element to further heighten
John Carlin, scheduled to this is by having the actors
play on only two nights. The play to each other through
first performance is at 8:15 the audience.
The story, through the use
p.m. Friday with shows at 6
and 9 p.m. the following of the Prophet, the narrator,
night in the Studio Theatre. opens with a view of CownsNoreen LaBarge Mitchell, ville Town and its inhabiprofessor of drama, is tants. Eventually the action
directing the show which has centers on Telemachus Clay
been called a collage for who goes in search of his
voices and sound. In this father after the death of his
technique, words fall upon mother. His odyssey takes
words, sound upon sound and him to Hollywood where he
becomes embroiled
image upon image.
in
The overall effect is to parties, booze, sex and
create the scenes in the aud- drugs.
ience’s mind and thus inTickets are $2 for general

numbers. The judges’ comments on their performance
ranged from "splendid
crispness and precision" to
-Thank you for giving us a
.new’ sound for the evening."
On the way back to SJS,
the choir stopped off in Solyang and gave an impromptu concert at Mission Santa
Ynez, which was warmly received.
Like all good happenings,
the tour has a happy ending:
The Associated Students recently voted funds to let the
choir go on tour again.

Piano Professor 1010 _
Plays Stunningly
By CONNIE FUKUDA
Daily Entertainment Writer
Strength and impact combined with artistic sensitivity make for a great musical performance, and such
was the case with Aiko Onishi’s stunning piano recital
Tuesday evening.
Her 45-minute faculty reci-

33% DISCOUNT
TO SJS STUDENTS *

XEROX 3c
475 E. San Carlos (near 10th)
Next to laundromat-1 block from campus

295-6600
LEFT OVERNIGHT

BRING THIS AD

ujiyatna 5-arden4 Reatturaht
Japanese Cuisine, Cocktail Lounge
Sukiyaki & Tempura, Beef Teriyaki & Seafood
850 MERIDIAN AVE.. SAN JOSE
294-1330
CLOSED MONDAY

tat began with a few hardhitting chords of Beethoven’s
"Eroica Variations" and
ended with a brief but triumphant encore of a selection
from Schumann’s "Scenes
from Childhood."
Miss Onishi confidently
expressed her view of music
by easily adapting to any
type of mood which a composition demands; she handled the delicately impressionistic music of Ravel’s
"Gaspard de la Nuit" with as
much dexterity as the double
trills required in Chopin’s
"Barcarolle."
The "Eroica Variations"
with its many arpeggios was
undoubtedly the most taxing
and demanding piece performed by Miss Onishi, but
the rendition of "Three
Mazurkas" by Chopin best
showed her mastery and
polish of execution on the
piano.
At all times during the
concert, the musician had a
close and understanding
rapport with her instrument,
which was equalled only by
the attentive audience in
Concert Hall.
She stated that she is never
satisfied with her performances, and claims no favorite composer. "When I play
Beethoven, I love Beethoven; when I play Chopin, I
love Chopin," the Japanborn pianist explained.
Miss Onishi’s lovingly expressed musical interpretations ( especially in the
Chopin and Ravel works)
and flawless performance
made her recital memorable
and always-moving aesthetically.

How to be beautiful,
underneath it all.
Shiny hair new& a healthy
scalp. Stimulate yours
vridt our deep maseager.
Gentle. Relaxing Mauna..

Under your makeup keep
your skin glowing with our
two facial discs. They cream. they
lotion they perk you up.

To look great you have
to feel great. We give you
two =imagers that nuke
you feat great. Whet comfort

Logs should be long and
smooth. Shaving should be
short sad sweet. Our big
super.fest Lady Norelco does
the lob in practically no time,

A lot depends on your feet
Treat them to proper
pedICUI. II1M OiU
it. handy sttachments.

Martin A. Weening will have the single role of the Prophet in
the production of "Telemachus Clay," which opens tomorrow night.

Albums

Grass Garden
By D.J. SALVATORE
Special to the Daily
"Hey man, try this. It’s absolutely dynamite! Have your
ever heard marijuana?" Zap!
A hilarious creation, "Child’s Garden of Grass," based on
the bestseller by Jack S. Margolis and Richard Clorfene, is
the first and only pre-legalization comedya joint effort by
Ron Jacobs and Elektra.
This exploration into the marijuana culture provides
special insights to marijuana’s history, creativity, time and
peace, eating food, listening to music, making love and other
imaginative adventures.
An excellent addition to parties, relaxation, or just good,
clean fun, "A Child’s Garden of Grass" can really be appreciated by those who know. For those who don’t, it should be a
most "enlightening" experience.

Headless Hero
"Headless Heroes of the Apocolypse" (Atco) is the latest
by Eugene McDaniels, a singer with a tremendous collection
of hits to his credit.
Carla Cargill accompanies Gene on "Jagger the Dagger,"
a very moving, bluesy piece. Harry Whitaker makes his presence felt on the electric piano in "Freedom Death Dance."
"Supermarket Blues" and "Susan Jane" contain some
heady words. Surprisingly enough, Gene writes all of his
songs.
Let’s just say Gene McDaniels is live and well, better than
ever, and still recording some timely material.

Fingers Stuck
Mike Jagger and the Rolling Stones ( Atco) do some wild
stuff on their newest, called "Sticky Fingers."
Two big hits are included, "Brown Sugar" and -"Bitch,"
often played by, excuse the expression, top-40 radio. Needless to say, there are some very well-recorded arrangements.
"Can’t you hear me knocking" is an impressive, mostly
instrumental composition, with somebody named B. Keyes
playing a powerful sax. The rest of the group plays a very
tight backup with Keyes.
The Stones are still doing things they are most famous
forhard core, deep south blues as in "You Gotta Move."
Keith Richards plays the slide guitar with precision. "I got
the Blues" is another impressive cut utilizing Billy Preston
on the organ complemented by sax and trumpet.
Andy Warhol has done another one of his works of art for
the covera real zipper!

A rare sight today, a craftman’s
workbench. Add to this the service
of a Certified Gemologist and
you have the best place to purchase
something of value. Stop in anytime
and observe these skills.

to, manicure.
It’s a rich tulip yellow. It’s fun to use And it makes you feel beautiful
And that’s what really counts, underneath it all.

Lady Norelco Home Beauty Salon
#Oteek0 . ’ t ’I North Aerirican Philips Corporation
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An 8:15 recital tonight in
the Concert Hall and a lecture at 11 a.m, tomorrow on
"Symbolism and Impressionism in Nineteenth Century Arts," also in the Concert Hall, will be given by
pianist Walter Robert.
Born in Trieste, Italy, of
Austrian parents, Robert
graduated with honors from
the Vienna Staatsakademie
and, after further studies at
the Vienna Hochschule fur
Musik, won the coveted
Boesendorter Prize. Currently professor of piano at
Indiana University’s School
of Music, his activities cover
the entire range of pianism.
He has made an enviable
reputation for himself as a
soloist, ensemble player and
accompanist.
Scheduled
for
performance on the evening
concert
are
Mozart’s
"Adagio in B minor, K. 540,"
Beethoven’s "Thirty-two
Variations in C minor,"
Walter Bricht’s "Sonata in D
minor," Schoenberg’s "Six

Little Pieces, Op. 19," Schubert’s "Three Moments
Musicaux, Op. 94" and the
Brahms "Sonata in F Sharp
Minor, Op. 2."
Both events are sponsored
by the Associated Students
and are open to all interested
persons,

EUROPE
One Way

0-IART ER JET
FLIGHTS
From Oakland to
Madrid & Munich - Aug. 26
Marseille & Pisa - Sept. 1
Stockholm I, Copenhagen
Sept. 6

A limited number of
spaces are evaluate to
faculty, staff, students of
The California State Colleges

Fare: $195
One Way
For Information:
Off ice of
International Programs
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco,
California 94123
14151 469- 1004

NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW
Lamps for today
Come see them . Dazzling colors
Ken’s Creative Lighting
At the 1"11.-1 Spring
SJS Student Union
Pleasure Fair - May 1,2

GOURMET
MARNIIIOhTINNEIRHI
SANDWICH SPECIALITIES

Introducing Polish on a French Roll.
Buy one at $1.00. Bring in a friend
and get one FREE! Fri. thru Sun.
Only from 12:00-10:00.
OPEN
348 E. SANTA CLARA ST,
SAN JOSE
6:30-10:00

VOTE SPECTRUM ’71
(Political advert$sement paid by Spectrum .71 Committee
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Lightest pastel shadow
for highlights.

Soft, smooth pencil
For shapely brow.

Petal shades for
color and contour.

Cake Liner to
define and shape.
am that lengthens
13shes voth esery stroke

lie iii.n,

All Eyes Kit.

Do your nails like pro
with Lady Nonstop. You gel
Sling things. baffling things.
cuticle things. everything

There are lots of little ways to make yourself beautiful.
And the Lady Norelco Home Beauty Salon 3OLS does all of them.
It starts w:ih the super fast Lady Norelco shaver. With a greet big
shaving head to shave more of you at once. And a really
close shaving foil -So its finally easy to keep your legs and
underarms perfectly smooth.)
It has eleven attachments that fit right onto the shaver and
pamper you wherever you need pampering.
It gives you a real beauty salon treatment, from a massage

Music And Lecture
Offered By Pianist

admission and $1 for sti.
dents. Reservations can b
made by phoning 294-641
Ext. 2600.

Now there’s a compact that holds
all you need for beautiful eyes.
The new Maybelline All Eyes Kit.
And it’s specially designed for all eyes
...in kits for blondes, brownettes,
and brunettes.
Each kit has a pencil for a shapely
brow. Three shadows with applicator
to shade, shape, and highlight.
Cake Liner with fine-line brush.
And a special feature, famous
Maybelline Ultra Lash
Mascara. All packed
into the most compact
compact there is!

.1 he finest in

eye makeup, yet sensibly priced.
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You can afford it while
you’re still young enough to enjoy it.
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LOCAL BOY RETURNSDave Ellis (with
ball) an All-American quarterback at SJCC
is back in town running the offense for
Dewey King’s Spartans. The 5-11 senior was

praised by King for his leadership and
ability to move the ball, sometimes away
from defensive linemen as was the case here
in last Saturday’s scrimmage.
Daily photo by Tim Osterman

Ellis Will Quarterback
Second Local Grid Team
By MIKE ZAMPA
Daily Sports Writer
Three years ago Dave
Ellis spent his Friday evenings a few miles down the
road from the SJS campus,
breaking records and giving
All-American quarterback
performances at San Jose
City College.
Next fall Ellis returns to
San Jose football, this time
ruling the roost in the SJS
backfield. Ellis, 5-11, 190,
was the third leading junior
college passer in the nation
his final year at SJCC.
He transferred to University of Tulsa, renowned for
good passing quarterbacks,
but has come home to win
the starting signal caller’s
job here for next year.
An S.% red shirt last season, Ellis beat out junior
Gary Tomasso who will be
the back-up man for his
second straight season.
Commenting
on
his
quarterback decision, coach
Dewey King said Ellis "had
demonstrated maturity,
leadership and an ability to
move the club during spring
practice that won him the
job."
"The most important
yardage on a football field is
the six inches between the
quarterbacks ears," King
commented yesterday "and
Ellis has proved to be a very
smart football player."
King said Ellis will do the
play calling and be in charge

sported the best average, 3.8.
Elaborating on his offense,
King said the Spartans would
use one split receiver and
occasionally flank a back.
He expressed confidence in
the ability of his fine to
anchor the running attack
but added the presence of
Ellis would give SJS big play
capability.
"It’s a simple offense with
many formations," he summarized, "but it doesn’t rise
and fall with the quarterback."
Nov.’ that Ellis is back in
town, however, the Spartan
attack may become a more
dangerous force than in past
years.

of the spartans’ multiple
offense. "We’ll use many
formations, with sprint out,
play action and drop back
passing," King explained,
"but the quarterback will not
run.
"We’ve got any one of six
backs who are good runners
so Ellis won’t run." The key
to King’s corps of runners is
junior Dale Knott, all Pacific
Coast Athletic Association
last year.
Knott, 6-0, 213, rushed for
409 yards last season, posting a 3.0 average King plans
to use the big fullback as his
"heavy duty" man but said
he’ll be an all around performer, running sweeps and
catching passes.
The Spartan coach had
praise yesterday for veteran
runner Otis Cooper. "We
asked Otis to play a new
position in our scrimmage
Saturday and he was the
running star of the team."
Cooper and Knott are
expected to start in the backfield along with Ellis next
fall, but a dog fight might
erupt for the third backfield
position. King who will use
three runners behind Ellis
must choose between Larry
Brice, Joe Hicks and Jimmie
Lassiter.
All three are returners
from last year. Brice was the
rusher
second leading
behind Knott, while Cooper
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245 SOUTH FIRST
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FABRICS of TODAY

INTRAMURALS
Today is the deadline for
golfers to enter the intramural golf tournament scheduled May 7 on the Santa
Teresa golf course.
Other entries remain open
in the intramural department until May 12. On that
date all sign ups are due for
the final two events of the
year, gymnastics and track
and field.
The gymnastics meet will
run one day while track and
field will be a two day event.
It was announced yesterday
badminton singles play has
been cancelled by the intramural department.

AV L.

248 /AIM

Between Valley Fair and Emporium
OPEN SUNDAYS 12:30 TO 5 PM

Save money on
MENS FASHION FABRICS
Stretch Polyesters and Acrylics
for pants and vests
Large selection of mod fabrics
for ties

Having the want is one thing. Having the
wherewithal is another. The trouble with being
young is that all too often you have the one
without the other.
But the 1971 MG Midget is something else again.
Here is a true sports car for under $2500’
the lowest price you can pay for the real thing.
In this case the real thing includes a race winning 1275 c.c. engine. Racing -type rack-andpinion steering (2.33 turns lock to lock) for cool,
crisp driving. Heavy-duty suspension for
superb road -hugging. Disc brakes up front for
straight-line, non -fade stops. Twin reclining
bucket seats. And full sports car instrumentation
with an electric tach.
Which only goes to show that, even though MG
has been engineering sports cars for over 40
years. there’s no generation gap. For the name
of your nearest Austin -MG dealer and
information about overseas delivery, dial
(800) 631-1971 except in New Jersey
where the number is (800) 962-2803.
Calls are toll -free, of course.

10% DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD

OPEN MONDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, SATURDAY
OPEN SUNDAY

10 to 9.30 Pm
9 10 5:30 pm
12:30 IP 5 PM

Air Conditioned - Park Free

Nice things happen to people at Himsl Volkswagen.

Manufacturer s suggested retail price Dues nol
preparation. slate and local taxes if any British Ls
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Spikers Get Chance at Comeback

*Genf 001141_THE ROAM

World Class Field at Invitational
will be featured in every
event with the extreme depth
in almost all events. This
quality, depth and hoped for
could
conditions
good
meet
several
produce
records.
Perhaps the strongest field
will be in the sprint area,
especially the 100. Here 11
men are entered with a
clocking of 9.3 or better.
Heading the list in the class
event will be Mel Pender
(9.2), Earl Harris ( 9.2) and
.45
Jerry Bright 19.31of the
Army; Striders Ronnie Ray
1.406-5.
Smith (9.3),F’red Kuller ( 9.31
? am
and Don Quarrie ( 9.2);
91
Bobby Turner of Cal Poly,
9.2w; Chuck Smith, 9.3, of
Occidental; and SJS sprint
star Kirk Clayton, 9.3.
Clayton will be making his
first appearance for the
Spartans in several weeks
and hopefully will be com011 pletely recovered from the
hamstring problem that has
bothered him most of the
season.
Spartan assistant coach
and 400 meter World Record
holder Lee Evans, 44.9, will
be the featured runner in the
440 with his strongest
competition coming from
Len Van Hofwegen, 45.8.
Perhaps the most exciting
event for San Jose track fans
could be the mile run. With
good conditions, the crowd
could witness the first subfour minute mile ever run in
San Jose.
Producing the excitement
,
will be former University of
Oregon star Arne KvalheIrn
(3:58.5) and former Arizona
State ace Chuck La Benz
(3:56.9). Kvalheim is in
will be attempting to better his lifetime best
excellent shape, displaying
of 13.5 in the San Jose Invitational this weekthis with a strong 13:40 in the
end.
5,000 meters last Saturday at
-Daily photo by Tim Tittle the Mt. San Antonio College

bring together sonic of the
By JOHN MURPHY
nation’s premier tracksters
Daily Sports Editor
for
what will be one of the
The Spartan track team
has suffered a rather dis- country’s best meets of the
appointing season thus far. season.
Several
preliminary
However, San Jose track
fans could forget all their events will be run, beginning
heartaches this Saturday at at 4:35, including the six the San Jose City College mile run, but opening ceremonies will get under way at
track.
The fifth annual San Jose 6 p.m.
SJS coach Ernie Bullard
Invitational, to be run on the
resolite track at SJCC, will has been able to bring to. -.5.

gether many of the big
names in the track world
today and forsees a high
quality meet.
"We know the rubberized
track there is good, but we
can’t tell right now just how
good," commented the meet
organizer. "It has really
never been tested by the
calibre of performers that
will be there Saturday."
World class competitors

4

0

SPRINT OUT -Spartan George Carty turns
it on for the final less yards to win the 120
high hurdles in a recent meet with the Pacific Coast Club and the Athens Club. Carty

Women Expect
Tough Weekend
The pressure is on the SJS
women’s gymnastics and
tennis teams as they prepare
to enter a weekend of rough
competition.
Friday and Saturday at
Stanford is the Northern
Intercollegiate Tennis
Tournament and Saturday is
the Northern California
Intercollegiate Gymnastics
Championships at Sacramento State.
Already the tennis team
has scored several victories,
one against San Jose City
College, and the gymnastics
team claimed a victory in
the Division of Girl’s and
Women’s Optionals Championships last weekend at
SJS.
"It’s hard to tell how we’ll
do," commented tennis
coach Dr. Edith Lindquist.
"We don’t know who we’ll be
playing yet as the names are
drawn from a hat the night
before the competition."
Dr. Lindquist is taking two
single performers and two
doubles teams to the tournament. Single competitors are
Donna Cosio and Ellie Sigerus, and the doubles teams
are Marsha Riggle-Diane
Harriss and Linda Davidson-

THRU
MA Y 2

STUDENTS
SI 50

NOW
WILLIAM WELLMAN 3
WORLO WAR I EPIC
0411 PENFORMINC1
RCS NIGHT B 05
1140,li TO NI
ROGERS ORGAN
eA Viol,

JOHN THOMAS

WINOS
THE LAST Of THE
GREAT SILENTS
THE HOST ACADEMY
AWARD WINNER

Fran Lee.
Miss Betty Barnard, gymnastics coach, is optimistic
of a win at Sacramento. Although the team’s strongest
rival, Sacramento, has already defeated it in two previous meets, SJS triumphed
over Sacramento, 190-119, in
the optional championships.
Competition will be at
three levels, beginning,
intermediate, and advanced
and this time Sacramento
will get an extra boost from
Lisa Barber and Barbara
Parcher, who did not compete during the championships.
This Saturday’s meet will
be with the four year colleges in Northern California.
Competition before has included such two year schools
as Diablo Valley College and
Consummes River College.
The 20 member team will
be going all-around competition in every event, an area
where they have received
their greatest strength.

Booters
Battle
Alumni
The annual SJS Alumni
spring soccer match is on tap
Friday night in Spartan Stadium at 8 p.m. Admission is
tree.
The alums bring with them
Al Rodriguez, a Spartan last
season, but now playing for
the U.S. Olympic team.
Many of the alumni players
will come from the ranks of
the San Jose Grenadiers, one
of the nation’s leading amateur clubs.
SJS fans will get their
second chance to see Mani
Hernandez, a two time allarnerican and Olympic team
ri ’ember.
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Academic Council Candidate
"The independent candidate
for independent People"
No Political Party Affiliation

HAPPY HOUR
SCIUG

15 Different Sandwiches 7" Combo 50c

ler

gals Sub Shop

21"

Phone 289.9368
858 N 13th St.
Food Stamps Accepted

LEE MICHAELS
TOWER
of POWER
BADFINGER
Sat. May 1,
8 PM
San Jose Pavillion
Santa Clara Fairgrounds
$4.00 Advance

Austin Healy Sprite 64 Convertible,
result engine. 67 trans. new tires, very
good cond 5550 or best offer Call 206
)985 or 241 2998
WHO ARE THE HUMANISTS? A free
Public meeting discussing huinanism
and the organized humanist move
men’, will be presented by the
HUMANIST COMMUNITY OF SAN
JOSE Fri 12 Mar Opm at 738 N 2nd
Si Call 294 5017 for more information

Do you want to lift your spirits?
Now
CLASS
BALLET ADULT
starting at Eufrazia School of Ballet
PhOne 2068911
Christian 10164016 group needs
singers & musicians Call Nancy 317
7866 or Dave 377 4972 tor info or leave
message

TO HELP the handicapped you can
buy a very line soap Money donated to
handicapped Call Mr Hall for more
into, 298 2308
The principle of the Oneness of
Mankind the pivot around which the
Baha’i teachings revolve) is no mere
outburst of ignorant emotionalism or
an expression of vague and pious hope
It calls for no less than the reconstruc
tion and the demilitarization of the
whole civilized world Baheullah 218
5640
PIONEER HIGH, CLASS OF ’66 is
haying its class Reunion 626 Contact
Pam Tablak 296 0249 after 5 Need
present address
41.110M011Y1 111
VW Repair & Parts New, Rebuilt or
Used Save S on Labor AL Parts
Herbert 82 Goodyear SJ 792 3768.
PORCHE 69 911T 12,000 mi. AM FM 5
speed, forest green mint condition
take over lease Or $5200 356 9316 or
241 5776
61 Porsche Coupe. Disc Brakes,
Radials. Excellent Mech Condition
Must sell, Call Tom Hoffman, 789 6638
Best Offer
WANTED! INS or ’66 Corvette., 4-513
WILL PAY CASH’ Call 14151 697 5243.
VWCOMPLETE TUNEUP $9.50
Parts, brakes? Cheapi 4 yrs wiper
ience Call Greg at 297 5203 A S
1961 Intl’ I ton Step Van New engine
brakes, electrical, wiring, and tires
optional camper best offer 291 9725
Ministry of Transport: Foreign car
repair Competitive rates, excellent
work 701 Lincoln Ave 293 0601
FOR 5611. 131
WATERBEDS: From Sso Ail sizes
incl Round & 709 Jumbo Sexually
benefic Alive. Moving w you, en
hancing your energies Healthy, float
no freely w perfect bark support so
you can sleep well YIN YANG
WATERBEDS can be seen at 201 Del
was Ave 1 rni from SJS on Park Ave
Will trade waterbed for ??? Phone
anytime 8U6 1363
ART STUDENT: To sketch what
various parcels might look like after
improvements have been built on
them Work in your home on your
spare time Male or female 296 1304

Tenth St. Pharmacy
Phone 294-9131

10th & Santa Clara

Offer good thru May I.’

149.,/- -I SAVE MORE!

tt re
4 drY

Tickets Available At:
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
DISCOUNT RECORDS

35 MM 20 exposure
8MM roll Movies

exposure roll
including Insfamotic

si 49

Super 8

L

ONLY $3.28
3.2O

ONLY

Movies

COLOR PRINTS190

EA

FROM KODACOLOR

BILL’S COLLEGE PHARMACY
518 S. 10TH ST.

BUY. King Size mattress Box
r iarne $250 value for $700 or
In 734 4831

Seeking companion for boys ages 7404
4 during summer. Days 742.9036.
Nights 225 4946.

..,cF AN WATERBEDS 1000W San
Aest of the Gap \ now open
featuring the original and only guar
heated waterbed Only the finest,
qual ty. compare and then you’ll buy
PISCEAN, the complete living water
bed it teels use a friend 2941155 Ask
about our NRO Policy

Christian folkrock group needs
singers & musicians Call Nancy 3777866 or Dave 377.4972 for infor or leave
message

ECOLOGY MINDED PEOPLE Will be
glad to know that BASIC H . a biode
gradable phosphate and \Orate free
household cleaner is available to them
by calling their shaklee distributor at
252 4286

COCKTAIL WAITRESS, Part time, 11
or over No exp. necessary. La Fonda,
Tovn 8. Country village. 296.3931.

THE LIVING BED The original and
omy guaranteed HEATED waterbed.
By innerspace Environments Don’t
be misted by Cold beds. Try our warm
king or queen kit-Guar. 10 yrs. With:
Bag, safety liner heater & auto con
trol See at 1424 Searcy Dr 5.1 nr Al
marten Espy 265 5485 or in Okl 743
0360

Lost: Silver ring in Engineer Bldg. 3rd
Floor Bathroom On 4.21.71. Senti.
mental Value
Please return!
REWARD MSS 306 Royce Hall 289.
8726

PISCEAN WATERBEDSItSO W San Carlos (just West of the
Gap) Twin $20 King Queen $24
Safety liner $7 Frames $14 Heated
King Complete W frame 199 10 Yr.
guarantee on all beds 7941455. Come
in and see our right on products. Ask
about our NRO policy 794 1455,

FRIDAY
FLICK
"ZABRISKIE
POINT-, 7 & 10 PM Morris Dailey
Auct

Exchange room & bond for care of
boy 9 yrs. Los Gatos M Th evenings
SJS eat 2319 btwn 9.1 Mr. Santos.

LOST AID FOUND

Found Black & Tan pupal SJS. phone
14081 423 1023 we end or (40411 476-2117
we day Describe & Pay "’Penn".
HOUSING
Free Room L
for girl over 10
years old as a companion to individual
with speech difficulty. Near campus
Call Robert 798.2308.

1970 Hodaka 100. Full street legal
Only ridden 850 miles. Like new For a
good buy and bargain at $275 call 264
2049

EXECUTIVE HILLSIDE HOME ASK
FOR JEAN JOHNSON -4 years Old.
Breathtaking view, 1.3 AC. 3 Bdrrn., 2
BA, Din. Room, Fans. Rm w:th wet
bar AEI( with DBL ovens. Custom
Drapes, Quality Carpets thruout. Gas
Lighter Fireplace in Liv room. 2 car
Gar with auto door opener. 1.39,000
WESTWOOD REALTY 379.2003 or 356.
3006

PENTAX FOR SALE 50rnm F 1.4
Lens, UV Filter, Ithr case. Call eves.
at 275 8861 Hardly used!
Super TAKUMAR LENSE 1.4200 Call
289 8017 Must Sell

IVY HALL - Single, double rooms,
across from administration building
available for summer (summer rates)
Excellent kitchen & community room
facilities, Call 292.0177 or 253.1434.

Newly Covered Sleeper Coach. XLNT
road Sacrifice at 535 00 Firm offer
Phone after 5 30 286 2760
67 MGB Good Condition, Must Sell
S1150 287 5972

Apt for Rent. 1 Bedroom, furnished.
1,115 Summer Rates, 286.9026. 625 SO.
10th St. No. 6 Stop by after 5 P.m

62 Pontiac Catalina VS, Power
Steering and brakes. 2 new tires, new
battery, 3/7 4009 after 6 PM

STUDEAT HOUSING for summer and
next fall, low summer rates, Studios
apts. I, 2 bdrm apt* and 2 to 9 barn)
homes. 287 4900.

WATERBED KIT (King) in & $5 shp
Also dealer info Alexander Group,
3321 Bagley Ave LA CALIF 90034

Girls . Large
SUMMER RENTAL
double rooms wkitchen privileges,
TV, Piano, Study rooms, 1 block from
campus $45 per month. 294.1501.

QUALITY WATERBEDS 520 All sizes
Aqua vinyl, 5 yr guar Call Gary 961
2072 or 326 7854 or come to Flea Mkt
Sun East of concrete snack bar

lnb ilars

four days
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2 00
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E XPER, FAST, ACCURATE TYPING
& EDITING EX.ENGLISH TEACH
ER, IBM ELEC TYPEWRITER,
MARY BRYNER COLE 244.6444 After
5.30
RENT A TV OR STEREO No Deposit,
Free Delivery, Free Service, Call
Esche’s 251.2599,
FAST ACCURATE, Experienced
typist, can edit. Four miles from
campus. Mrs Aslanlan 298.4104.
TV’S FOR RENT - SPECIAL STU
DENT RATE $9.00 per month. Call
377.2935.
AUTO INSURANCE - MONTHLY
PAYMENTS NO one refused.Annuai
Liability Rates. Married or single age
21 & over 594, Married 21.24 S163
Single men 24 & under S250. Mr. Tol,
241.39C(1.
THESIS TYPING
ELECTRIC
lOns
Master’s
Reports
DI
Marianne Timbers’, 1924 Harris Ave
Call 371.0395, San Jose.
Artists’ model. Rates arranged
Artists, students, groups, photo
graphers Legit. Phone Alice 207.1625
CUSTOM TAPING. Quality work 4 & 0
Track -Cassette -Reel, Reasonable
Prices. Fast Service Open Evenings
’Tit 0 p.m. RECORDS UNLIMITED,
179 S. First.
TYPING Term papers, thesis, etc.
Pica type. Experienced & reasonable
Will edit. 294.3772.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Creative
or
Commercial, one day service. Your
film developed cheaply. Call Dick
Gale 265.7121. Cameras for sale or
rent.
STUD aaaTYPING In my home Fast,
accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Banter
phOne 244.6581.
TYPING - (my Sense) 779 Bird Ave. 2
minutes from Campus. 75 cents pe’
page, double space) Call Mrs. LuPpo
293.8544,
PISSONALS

Jewelry Custom design in cost polo
and silver. One of
kind wedding
bands & other things. Geo. Larlmore
Old Town (In the back) 754.11E14.

ROOM FOR RENT, Fellows 540 Per
month with kitchen privileges. Con.
genial Willow Glen Area. 294.1211.
MALE ROOMMATE needed to share
rent with 26 year old mate Apartment
across street from campus $62.50 Call
275 6589
Porn. 2 bdrm., 2 bath, fresh peltn, 4
blks. to SJS. Reduced rent on 1st rno.
Call 293.5193 Evenings.
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUE
Previously ATO House, Now CO-ed.
Jr’s to Grad Students S26 Share. 17.1
single weekly. Includes Continental
Breakfast, Dinner, Maid Soy En.
closed courtyard, Color TV, Parking.
Special rates for gals. Ph. 33.7374.
Townhouse Summer Rates, 2 bedrOOm
$125 446$ 11th Street Phone 716.7143.

Until national and International pre
iudices are effaced in the reality of
spiritual brotherhood, true progress.
prosperity and lasting haPPInen will
not be attained by man. Bohan Writ
ings 245 5640.
Looking for musicians, very, very
heavy! I am drummer & have been
wBuddy Rich & Denny Zeltlin.
Interested In all L rock.prifferably
Chicago, Who, or Santana sounds.
Mick 867.0322.
HOT PANTS, Dresses, tops. pants,
skirts. sizes 5.7.9. Shoes 71/2 cute
things. Good prices. Call 217.9521.
AGUAR I
$140. Re: Life 8.21.70 p. dli ROnJohn
0671033 Be glad to answer any sues.
lions we can on Blo.Feedback.

11111=111N

$269 L.A. to EUROPE 6 16709
610
tots Large savIngs on cars & charter
flights to Israel. Greece & most Other
countries Dr French 12131 277.5200 C
0 Sierra Travel of Beverly Hills 9Ins
Santa Monica Blvd

;

(Count approximately 39 letters and spaces for each line)
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Typing-term papers, etc. Roper
lenced and fast. Phone 269.5674.

HOUSE! Needed 4 Women 12th B. San
Antonio. Lease or whatever. Phone
2944429 quickly. Ask for Jamie.

Houses Women for Summer L next
school term Will accomodate groups
or 1.0. and? Call at 406 So. Ilth.

AMBITIOUS MEN of all trades north
to ALASKA and YUKON. arOund 52000
a month For complete information
write to JOB RESEARCH, P0 Box
161, Stn A Toronto. Oct Enclose 1,5 to
cover rust

Furn 1 bdrm apt on N. 15th St. Clean
apt in an attractive building. S125.mo.
plus deposit Call Larry Roy, Pacheco
& Asso. Retailers 344.3650.

Permanent Hair Removal. Face an!
Body Darlene M Miller RE 247 No
Third, San Jose, 295 0995.

ROOMS. Man Cheerful, a! , wall to
wall carpel Furnace heat. Quiet. 406
So. 11th St

WOULD BE COPYWRITER (ad
agency) Preferably articulate June
graduate who wants to write so
desperately she is willing to spend her
days as a typist ,IeSt & pooch, proof
reader laccuratC. secretary (smart)
in the creative department of a na
tional advertising agency. San Fran
CiSCO Office For all this dedicated
work, icing hours and low pay, she will
get the highly improbable. one in a
million opportunity of breaking into
the creative side of the business other
own time This ad will hopefully dis
courage all but the independently rich
or doggedly stubborn If you’re still
there & Still interested. send a short
note explaining why you’re Crazy
enough to want this miserable job.
Send replies to GPR 2351 Powell St.
SF 91133

HOUSE.4 Bedroom with fireplace.
Near campus on So. 17th St. 0250 per
month. Ph. 293.5450.

Female rmmts wanted. Large Dplx wyard. own room. $75 mo. Near SJCC.
3950021 Ask for Kathie Liberal,

1.3.00 por hr., Male 8. Female Need
Money for food, rent, books. car? If
you are willing to work, we pay 100 hr.
After qualifying require car & neat
apnea, Fuller Brush Co. 225 2513.

7-

Si

Parakeet LOST.Lt. Blue, very tame &
friendly if found please leave mes.
Sage at 469 E San Carlos. REWARD.

FONDLE AND FROLIC ON flowing
hod 52595 buys IOU a King Size undu
hat rig arnobea AClua Snooze Water
beds 1415 The Alameda 2063544

One day

3 lines
4 lines
S lines

PENINSUI A BOX OFFICE

and at the door

KODACHROME
FILM
PROCESSING

12

CLASSiFIED RATES

$4.50 Day of Show
ion

DEVELOPING

KODACOLOR
FILM
DEVELOPING
& PRINTING

ANN,OUN(INIINIS ill \

any S5.00 purchase of the following cosmetic

Channel
Revlon
Physicians Formula
Love
Max Factor Guerlain
Duharry
Faber’ge

ONFILM

Spartan Daily Classifieds

FREE! T.W.A. 747 Tour Thur.. Mayo
at 7 PM at San Francisco International
Airport FREE Parking, Ski Movie,
and TWA Captain to discuss the Bird
of the 70’s Pick up your FREE ticket
on campus at the desk 385 S 8th

Z.71111)1

11111111111111 *

Lincoln & Cedar Sirs.
onto Cruz
423-8329.’
*
*
*
*
*

[SAVE

The javelin is expected to
be a battle between Frank
Covelli ( 284-4 ), Bill Schmidt
( 280-7) and Larry Stuart
( 277-7 ).
The Invitational, usually
run at Bud Winter Field, was
moved to the SJCC track,
with a 5,000 seat capacity, to
give more track fans a
chance to see one of the top
quality meets in the Bay
Area.
Tickets can be purchased
at the gate, at Gordon’s

"ZABRISKIE
FLICK
FRIDAY
POINT", 7 & 10 Morris Dailey Aod

3’ 7 Daily (from the well)
Featuring Steak Dinners For $2.69
3rd & Santa Clara Sts.

"ROAD" 7:30 L 1040.
"DEAD" 9:05

Sport Shop on East San Fernando, or at the Student
Affairs Business Office.
Prices are $3 for reserved
seats, $2 for general admissite) Mill $1 for students.

The field events could provide sonic even better marks
than the running events.
Strong fields in the high
jump, discus and javelin will
provide most of the excitement.
The high jump will be a
battle between seven 7-foot
jumpers.
Olympian
Reynaldo Brown 7-3041,
consistently jumping over
seven feet this year, will be
pressured by John Dobroth
7-2,.I, the best in the world
this year, and Clarence
Johnson (7-3’4
Gary Ordway ( 208-5), John
Powell I 207-1 ) and Bill
Neville I 205-6) will battle it
out in the discus ring.

SUMMER JOBS IN HAWAII: Send
SI 00 for listings of potential ern
pioyers P0 Box 5041, San JOIR Ca
95150

THE INTERLUDE

(I’;HEI

Relays. He was track athlete
of the meet there as a result
of his strong performance.
La Benz, also in very good
shape, was the fifth ranked
miler in the world last year.

*
*
*
*
*
* *
*
"ONE OF THE YEAR’S 10 BEST"

*
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Stliln CHECK, MOND 10009,49 CASH TO SPARTAN DAILY
SAN IOSE STATE COLLE:t, CALIF.
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